A scheme for enhanced quantum electrodynamics (QED) production of electron-positron-pair plasmas is proposed that uses two ultraintense lasers irradiating a thin solid foil from opposite sides. In the scheme, under a proper matching condition, in addition to the skin-depth emission of γ -ray photons and Breit-Wheeler creation of pairs on each side of the foil, a large number of high-energy electrons and photons from one side can propagate through it and interact with the laser on the other side, leading to much enhanced γ -ray emission and pair production. More importantly, the created pairs can be collected later and confined to the center by opposite laser radiation pressures when the foil becomes transparent, resulting in the formation of unprecedentedly overdense and high-energy pair plasmas. Two-dimensional QED particle-in-cell simulations show that electron-positron-pair plasmas with overcritical density 10 22 cm −3 and a high energy of 100s of MeV are obtained with 10 PW lasers at intensities 10 23 W/cm 2 , which are of key significance for laboratory astrophysics studies.
Ever since Dirac [1] first postulated the existence of antimatter and Anderson [2] first identified positrons in cloud chambers, the creation of electron-positron pair plasma in the laboratory has been a subject of paramount importance because such plasma represents a unique state of matter consisting of negatively charged (matter) and positively charged (antimatter) particles in intrinsic and complete symmetry. Electron-positron pair production was first achieved in 1997 at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC) [3] , where only 106 ± 14 positrons were observed. Positrons and positron plasmas from such large conventional accelerators or radioactive isotopes have been studied extensively at low energies (sub-MeV) in areas related to surface science, positron emission tomography, basic antimatter science (such as antihydrogen experiments) [4] , and Bose-Einstein condensed positronium [5, 6] .
Alternatively, dense relativistic (>MeV) pair plasmas play a fundamental role in the dynamics of many astrophysical objects, such as violent emission of γ -ray bursts [7, 8] , black holes [9, 10] , and acceleration of cosmic rays [11] . A series of studies on these phenomena can be achieved using ad hoc laboratory experiments. However, the extreme difficulty in the current laboratory astrophysics studies is determining how to generate electron-positron plasmas that are dense enough to permit collective and kinetic behaviors to play roles, so that they are similar to the condition of astrophysical events such as jets of long γ -ray bursts [7, 8] . Furthermore, to open up the possibility of studying the dynamics of astrophysical pair plasma, the created plasma needs to have a high energy, such as that with a Lorentz factor γ 15 with a power-law * Author to whom all correspondence should be addressed: bqiao@pku.edu.cn spectral distribution comparable to what was observed in the astrophysical jets [12] .
The use of intense lasers represents a promising approach to create such dense relativistic pair plasmas. One method involves using intense lasers to irradiate a thick high-Z target, where a large amount of accelerated fast electrons radiates MeV bremsstrahlung photons in the target, which, in turn, produce pairs through the Bethe-Heitler process [13] [14] [15] . Recent experiments [16] [17] [18] have measured up to 2 × 10 10 positrons per steradian at a low density of 10 16 cm −3 with an effective temperature of 2-4 MeV using this method.
On the other hand, because of the impressive progress in laser technology, laser intensities of 2 × 10 22 W/cm 2 [19] are now available and are expected to reach 10 23 -10 24 W/cm 2 [20] in the next few years. For plasma interaction with such ultraintense lasers, the ratio of the electromagnetic fields in the electron's rest frame to the Schwinger field [21] (E s = m 2 c 3 /e = 1.3 × 10 18 V m −1 ) can exceed unity, i.e.,
where γ is the Lorentz factor of a fast electron, m is the electron mass, e is the electron charge, c is the light speed, β is the velocity normalized to c, and E ⊥ is the electric field perpendicular to its motion direction. Therefore, nonlinear quantum electrodynamics (QED) [22] reactions start to dominate in this regime. A significant number of electron-positron pairs can be produced through the multiphoton Breit-Wheeler process [23] , γ + nγ l → e + + e − , where γ l is a laser photon, and e + and e − indicate the created positron and electron, respectively. γ represents the emitted γ -ray photons through nonlinear Compton scattering from relativistic electrons in the laser fields, i.e., e + nγ l → e + γ . During the interaction, electrons emit photons, photons emit pairs, and particles (electrons, photons, and positrons) suffuse the interaction area, achieving cascade pair production. A general configuration of cascade pair production uses irradiation of very-low-density (transparent) targets with two counterpropagating lasers, where the targets just play the role of a seed with no collective and kinetic effects. Theoretically, the necessary condition for the occurrence of such cascade pair production requires the laser intensity I > 2.5 × 10 25 W/cm 2 [22] . Particle-in-cell (PIC) Monte Carlo (MC) simulations [24] [25] [26] [27] have shown that this can be achieved with 100 PW lasers at intensities of 3 × 10 24 W/cm 2 . Recent QED-PIC simulations [28] [29] [30] have shown that such a pair plasma can be generated with an order of magnitude less laser power by firing the laser at a solid target, putting such experiments in reach of the next generation of 10 petawatt (PW) lasers (I = 4 × 10 23 W/cm 2 ), where the plasma density can rise up to 10 20 cm −3 while still being underdense.
In this paper, we propose a QED scheme for enhanced production of overdense and high-energy electron-positron pair plasmas, where two ultraintense laser pulses are used to irradiate a thin solid foil target from opposite sides. By satisfying a proper matching condition between laser and foil parameters, the high-energy electrons, the emitted γ -ray photons, and the created electron-positron pairs can all adequately interact with each other and with the laser fields at both sides of the foil with almost no leaks from the interaction area. More importantly, when the foil starts thermal expansion and becomes transparent at a later time, the created pairs are finally collected into the center by the incoming lasers and trapped [31, 32] there by the standing waves formed directly by two laser pulses. Due to the strongly coupled collective, kinetic, and QED effects, our scheme eventually results in much enhanced positron production and the formation of unprecedentedly dense and high-energy pair plasmas. Two-dimensional (2D) QED-PIC simulations have verified the idea and shown that high-energy (100s of MeV up to GeV) overdense electron-positron pair plasmas with density up to 4.5 × 10 22 cm −3 (particle number 1.2 × 10 12 ), two orders of magnitude higher than obtained previously [28] [29] [30] , are obtained by irradiation of an Al solid foil with 10 PW lasers at intensities 3.4 × 10 23 W/cm 2 .
The enhanced pair production scheme uses two laser pulses to irradiate on a thin solid foil target from opposite sides. The enhancement of γ -ray emission and pair production comes from four aspects. First, at the initial "hole-boring" stage [33] [34] [35] [36] , the foil electrons and ions are accelerated and compressed by intense lasers from both sides. Due to the opposite, equal laser radiation pressures, high-energy electrons can be well confined in the foil without any leaks. Therefore, the foil is compressed to much higher density with higher reflectivity of the laser, and more stable standing waves are formed on each side of the foil. The larger reflected laser increases the skin-depth emission [37] of γ -ray photons. More stable standing waves help the emitted photons interact more adequately with the laser fields, leading to much enhanced pair production through the Breit-Wheerler process [28] . In addition, they help to trap the created pairs at the nodes (E = 0) of the standing waves, avoiding their dispersal. Secondly, in addition to the γ -ray emission and corresponding pair production on each side of the foil, a large number of accelerated high-energy electrons from one side of the foil can rapidly propagate through it and interact with the laser on the other side, resulting in significantly increased γ -ray emission and consequently enhanced pair creation. Thirdly, similarly, the high-energy γ -ray photons produced on one side of the target can also propagate through the foil (with almost no loss due to their high frequency) and interact with the laser on the other side, creating additional large numbers of pairs via the Breit-Wheeler process as well. Lastly, but most importantly, when the hole boring ends, the foil starts thermal expansion (the sum of the electrostatic and thermal pressures exceeds the laser radiation pressures) until the laser eventually punches through. Afterward, the created pairs are accelerated and finally collected to the center and retrapped by the new standing waves formed directly by the two lasers, which results in the production of extremely dense and high-energy electron-positron pair plasmas.
In the above scheme, the laser hole-boring velocity v b can be estimated as v b /c = √ /(1 + √ ) [35] , where = I 0 /m i n i c 3 =I/ρc 3 is the dimensionless pistoning parameter, ρ = m i n i is the foil mass density, and m i and n i are the ion mass and the density. With an increase of the mass density due to continuous piling up, v b drops significantly to almost zero when the hole boring ends, where the radiation pressure is balanced by the electrostatic plus the thermal pressures of the compressed foil. The time duration of this hole-boring stage can be estimated as
where l 0 is the foil thickness. Later, when the left compression layer of the foil overlaps with the right one, both the electrostatic and thermal pressures increase rapidly and their sum exceeds the laser radiation pressure on each side, leading to heavy decompression and expansion of the foil. Eventually, the foil becomes transparent to the laser. Assuming the thermal expansion dominates here, due to the conservation of the total particle number in the foil as n 0 l 0 = n s l s ≈ γ n c (2c s τ ep + l s ) [38] , where n s is the maximum density that the foil achieves after compression and l s is the corresponding thickness, this expansion duration can be roughly estimated as
where c s = √ T e /m i is the ion sound speed and n c = m 0 ω 2 /e 2 is the critical density. To achieve the whole process illustrated above, the laser pulse duration τ L must be larger than the sum of τ hb and τ ep , i.e.,
Furthermore, if all the foil electrons are blown out by the laser radiation pressure initially, no hole-boring stage exists. Thus, the laser radiation pressure should be smaller than the maximum electrostatic pressure, i.e.,
Equations (1)- (4) give the matching condition of laser and target parameters to achieve our scheme.
To verify our scheme, 2D PIC simulations are carried out using the QED-PIC code EPOCH [37] , which takes into account the important QED effects [39] in the synchrotron radiation of γ -rays and Breit-Wheeler production of electron-positron 053107-2 pairs by a Monte Carlo algorithm [40] . In the simulations, 600 cells along the x axis and 800 cells transversely along the y axis constitute a 6 × 8 μm simulation box. A fully ionized aluminum (Al) foil with solid density ρ 0 = 2.7 g/cm 3 (Al 13+ density n i = 6 × 10 22 cm −3 ) and thickness l 0 = 2 μm is located at x = 2 μm. Each foil cell is filled up with 500 pseudoelectrons and 64 ions. Two linearly y-polarized lasers with the same intensities I 0 = 3.4 × 10 23 W/cm 2 (normalized amplitudes a 0 = 500) and wavelengths λ = 1 μm propagate from, respectively, the left and right boundaries and are incident on opposite sides of the foil. The laser pulses have transverse Gaussian profiles of full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) radius r 0 = 2 μm and a square temporal profile of durations τ = 60 fs (18T 0 , T 0 = 2π/ω 0 ). The laser and target conditions satisfy the above conditions (3) and (4) of our enhanced scheme. Note that the hot electrons produced in such short-pulse laser-plasma interactions can have 100s of MeV energies, whose typical mean free path lengths in the moderate Z foil target reach about 100s of millimeters, much larger than the foil thickness, therefore the Bethe-Heitler process [16, 17, 41] is rather weak and can be neglected here. Fig. 1(a) ], consistent with the above theoretical expectation, the foil is highly compressed from both sides by two laser radiation pressures. According to Eq. (1), the average hole-boring velocity v b is about 5.0 × 10 7 m/s, which ends at about t = 9T 0 when the laser radiation pressure is balanced by the electrostatic pressure plus the thermal pressure of the compressed layer. As shown in Fig. 2 (f) at t = 9T 0 , the maximum Al 13+ density (laser-faced surface) increases from an initial 60n c up to 600n c . Also as predicted by the theory, higher density and larger reflectivity of the foil lead to the formation of a more stable standing wave [ Fig. 2(c) ] on each side, in comparison with that in the case of using one laser pulse [ Fig. 2(a) ], whose antinodes are located at x = 0.2,0.7, . . . ,2.7 μm on the left side and symmetrically distributed on the other side [this is shown in Fig. 2(c) as well]. The foil electrons are accelerated to extremely high energy up to GeV, as seen in Fig. 2(e) , and they can easily achieve synchrotron emission of γ -ray photons. The synchrotron emission of γ -ray photons due to interaction of high-energy electrons with lasers is shown in Fig. 1(b) at t = 9T 0 , whose energy angular distribution is shown in Fig. 2(d) . On the one hand, we can see that both the total emitted γ -ray photon number and the energy in our scheme are much larger than those in the one-laser case [ Fig. 2(b) ]. The total photon number at t = 9T 0 is about 6.65 × 10 13 , which is 2.5 times larger than that in the one-laser case, whose average energy is about 5 MeV with a maximum value of 520 MeV. This increase of γ -ray photon emission is due to the interaction of the laser on one side of the foil with the ponderomotively accelerated (or j × B heated) high-energy electrons transported and generated from the other side, in addition to the known skin depth emission on only one side. On the other hand, it shows that in our scheme the emitted photons propagate forward and backward [ Fig. 2(d) ], thus they can adequately interact with lasers on both sides of the foil, creating electron-positron pairs on both sides. This is different from the one-laser case [ Fig. 2(b) ], where the emitted photons just propagate forward and have much less of a chance to further interact with the laser for pair production.
The high-energy γ -ray photons further interact with laser fields, creating a large number of electron-positron pairs at the antinodes of the formed standing waves. The created pairs are then quickly trapped between electric-field peaks of the standing wave, which are distributed periodically at the electric-field nodes (E = 0) with an interval of 0.5λ, shown in Fig. 1(c) and more clearly in Fig. 1(d) , i.e., in the normal radiation trapping (NRT) regime [31] . This is in agreement with the theory of "phase-space contraction" [42, 43] because the entropy of the system decreases with time, dS/dt = d 3 q d 3 pf ∇ p · F RR 0, due to the radiation losses, where S = − d 3 q d 3 pf ln f is the entropy associated with a distribution of particles with the distribution function f = f (q,p,t) (q and p are particle position and momentum vectors, respectively), and F RR is the Frenkel force, written as F RR 
Contrary to the case in Ref. [42] , in which the standing wave is formed directly by two laser fields with the same amplitude, in our scheme a part of the incoming laser energy is converted to γ -rays, which causes the amplitude of the reflected laser field to be smaller than the incoming one, leading to only one attractor (with positive p x ) for stochastic heating of electrons and positrons. This helps to collect the trapped pairs into the middle part.
When the hole boring ends, the electrostatic and thermal pressures increase rapidly and their sum exceeds the laser radiation pressure on each side, leading to heavy decompression and expansion of the foil. According to Eq. (2), the temperature of the electrons in the center is estimated to be about 350 MeV [see Fig. 2 (e)] with γ 700, and the thermal expansion of the foil takes about 9T 0 until it is transparent. At time t = 18T 0 , when the foil becomes transparent, the laser penetrates through the foil [see Figs. 1(e) and 2(f)], and the standing waves vanish on each side. Afterward, the trapped electrons and positrons are pushed and collected into the center by their radiation pressures from both sides and retrapped at the center due to a new standing wave formed directly by two lasers, as shown in Figs. 1(f) and 1(h) . It can be seen that the maximum number density of the pair plasma is about 4.5 × 10 22 cm −3 , which is two orders of magnitude higher than previously obtained [28] [29] [30] . In addition, the energy spectra of the created electrons and positrons [shown in Fig. 2(e) ] have similar profiles, in agreement with Refs. [16, 17] . At t = 20T 0 after the interaction, the number of produced γ -ray photons is about 1.5 × 10 14 and that of the positrons is 1.2 × 10 12 , which covers, respectively, 22% and 0.21% of the total incident laser energy. This positron number is also about two orders of magnitude higher than that obtained in Refs. [28, 39] with 10 PW lasers.
As mentioned above, to achieve the enhanced pair production scheme, laser and target conditions need to satisfy Eqs. (3) and (4) . If the matching condition is broken, the enhancement will be greatly weakened. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) give the results of the case in which the foil is too thin so that the lasers penetrate the foil too early, where l 0 = 0.5 μm is taken. The results show that due to too early penetration of the laser through the foil, the collective, kinetic laser-solid target interaction has not been adequately developed and the hot electrons act only as seeds in the standing waves formed directly by two incoming lasers, which emit photons. The photons then create pairs, similarly to the conventional cascade pair production [24, 25] . Because there is no self-collection effect, the pairs distribute (and are trapped) in the nodes of the standing waves with a maximum density of about 1.1 × 10 22 cm −3 , which is about 1/4 of that in our scheme. Figures 3(c) and 3(d) show the results of the other case in which the foil is too thick to be penetrated, where l 0 = 3.5 μm is taken and the other parameters are the same as above. We can see that since the two incident lasers cannot penetrate through the foil, electrons and positrons have a chaotic distribution, leading to a significant drop of the pair density to 9 × 10 21 cm −3 , much smaller than that in Fig. 1(d) .
Lastly, as we know, with the rapid progress in laser technology, laser intensity can be further increased up to 10 24 W/cm 2 in the future. Figure 4 shows the number of 053107-4 created positrons in total and the conversion efficiency from the laser to the positron pairs with increasing intensities in our scheme with conditions (3) and (4) satisfied. It is clear that both the produced positron number and the conversion efficiency increase significantly with laser intensities. When the intensity rises to I 0 = 1.4 × 10 24 W/cm 2 , the number of positrons produced by our enhanced scheme can reach 2.0 × 10 14 with a laser-to-positron conversion efficiency of about 10%, where the created pair plasma density is as solid as 100s of n c . This relativistic pair plasma is much denser than those obtained through the general cascade pair production scheme [25] due to the above self-collection effect. However, the total positron number gradually becomes saturated and is comparable with that obtained in the cascade scheme due to the higher rate of cascade development when the laser intensity I > 10 24 W/cm 2 . Also note that the square temporal profile of the laser pulse is taken here to enable a better comparison of the simulation results with the theory [Eqs. (1)-(4)]. Simulation with a laser pulse of a more realistic Gaussian temporal profile (pulse duration 60 fs) is also carried out, which shows that the maximum positron density of 1.2 × 10 22 cm −3 (about 10 12 positrons) can be obtained, which is a bit lower than the density obtained herein. Furthermore, in a more realistic three-dimensional (3D) simulation, due to an additional plasma expansion along the z dimension, the maximum compressed density of the foil target may be lower, and the foil expansion from compression to transparency may become faster, in comparison with the 2D case mentioned herein. Both of these lead to a shorter lifetime of the stable standing waves, which may eventually result in a small reduction of positron pair productions. In addition, the positrons created and trapped by NRT may have a small leak through the additional z axis before self-collection, where the electric field E z = 0. Therefore, we estimate that the final pair plasma density and the total positron number may become a bit lower in the 3D case. However, since the laser we use is linearly p-polarized along the y direction in the current 2D x − y simulation plane, where the exact QED pair production physics occurs, the dominant dynamics will not change in a 3D simulation case.
In conclusion, we have proposed a scheme for enhanced production of dense and high-energy electron-positron pair plasmas by using two ultraintense laser pulses to irradiate a thin foil target from opposite sides. Two-dimensional QED-PIC simulations show that electron-positron-pair plasma sources with an unprecedentedly high density of 4.5 × 10 22 /cm 3 (total particle number of 1.2 × 10 12 ) and a high energy of 100s of MeV are produced by using 10 PW lasers at intensities 3.4 × 10 23 W/cm 2 . This enhanced pair production scheme in QED plasmas may be tested using high-power lasers such as ELI [20] in the next few years. Note that the reason that the square temporal profile of the laser pulse is taken here is to better compare the simulation results with the theory [Eqs. (1)-(4)]. Simulations with laser pulses of Gaussian temporal profiles have also been done, and they show similar basic physics.
